'LAST DAYS' ~ WHAT ~ WHY ~ HOW ~ WHEN ~ INFORMATION FOR SERIOUS ENQUIRERS ABOUT
POSSIBLE DATES OF KEY EVENTS ~ BEFORE ~ JESUS MESSIAH'S RETURN IN THIS CENTURY!
WELCOME to these studies of SOON to be Fulfilled Prophecies ~ of Biblical Events ~ for Israel ~
~ Earthquakes ~ Russia and the Islamic Magog Army ~ Egypt ~ and Middle East nations becoming a
Blessing ~ The False-Messiah and Tribulation Time ~ and the Two Prophetic witnesses ~ and more!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
THE OVER-ALL TITLE OF THIS RESOURCE SERIES - IS A STUDY OF THE SUBJECT OF:
'THE GLORIOUS RETURN OF JESUS MESSIAH TO THIS EARTH ~ AND MY PART IN IT!'
A STUDY OF 'LAST DAYS' EVENTS FROM THE ENTIRE BIBLE, FROM A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
FROM SOME OTHER TEACHERS, TO HONOUR THE ENTIRE WORD OF GOD IN CONNECTION WITH THE
NEEDED PREPARATION OF CHRISTIAN BELIEVERS FOR SEVERE TESTING TIMES AHEAD.
GOD ARRANGED FOR ALL THE LAST DAYS EVENTS, TO BE WRITTEN FOR US, 'LAST DAYS BELIEVERS'!

WE OFFER: Six Separate Bible Studies on the 'Last Days' for individuals or small Study Groups.
These notes have been prepared by the Writer of these studies, as a series of mainly short sentences,
under various headings, rather than in slightly longer sentences like they would be if they were to be read in
a book, or on a web site. This means you can think about each statement carefully, then join them together
in your mind. We need to notice every word or phrase in the Bible and sometimes weave them together.
We decided you would find it easier to follow the studies, by being separated into Specific Topics or
subjects ~ therefore making it easier to follow most of the, big subject of 'Eschatology'... (the official name of
the entire subject of Last Days Bible teaching on the 'Second Coming'.)
We also thought that by producing copies of the studies in the PDF format ~ with brief points given ~ it
might make this vast subject of the 'Last Days' events, more understandable, by taking one point at a time.
Very many details have been packed into the Presentation, so by studying them over a number of times,
hopefully, it would give you more interesting and important truths, to be warned by or encouraged by!
Please note: where ever we quote actual words from Scripture ~ to honour God's Word we use bold,
purple italic print. We are sorry we have not printed out ever Scripture but suggest you DO look at them!
THE PRESENTATION.
1. This has been sponsored by the support of an evangelical, Christian/ Messianic, PRAYER & INFO, nonprofit, inter-mainline-church group of kind people, under the name of the "GETHSEMANE OLIVET
FELLOWSHIP" in N.Z. You are very welcome to contact us by e-mail: g.o.fellowship@maxnet.co.nz.
2. The writer and presenter goes simply by the name 'Suzanna' [from Luke 8:3] since her one desire is to
promote carefully studied Biblical TRUTH by the gracious Holy Spirit's power; (among many varied beliefs)
to other Believers who may not have the time or opportunity she has had, so this could be a starting place.
We realise you may have different points of view, which we respect. Yet this web site has limited ourselves
to: the Study of the short time leading up to the Return of Jesus Messiah to this Earth, (generally called
"The Last Days" seven times in the Bible), as we have felt a clear leading from God to present them here.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE ONE DESIRE OF THE PRESENTERS, IS THAT IT WILL BOTH CHALLENGE, ENCOURAGE, AND WARN ~
TRUE BELIEVERS IN GOD THE FATHER, HIS SON JESUS MESSIAH, AND THE HOLY SPIRIT AND BY A
MEASURE OF UNDERSTANDING ~ COMFORT ~ READERS OF THESE STUDIES.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SO each of us will be privileged to have an actual Part ~ in the Return of our LORD Jesus Messiah
~To this Earth ~ by preparing for the severe testing times before that joyful 'Great Day'.
Remember: God has always warned His own Believing People before judgements came!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A BRIEF LIST OF STUDY SUBJECTS IN THIS SERIES.
There are 7 sections in this series, called 'Studies' as it is a very big subject *.
1st: The Great DAY of Jesus [Yeshua's] RETURN to this Earth, and our RESURRECTION.
2nd: About ISRAEL and HOW SHE WILL AFFECT the FUTURE of the WORLD, as GOD'S Nation!
3rd: The Last Days SIGNS and how these fit with the Seven SEALS.
4th: The Time of TRIBULATION, The BEAST, and the FALSE PROPHET.
5th: The MIDDLE EAST and the FINAL SPREAD of the GOSPEL, using our prayers NOW!
6th will be written later: 'The BRIDE of MESSIAH' ~ WHO and WHERE SHE IS.
7th ~ The MILLENNIUM ~ what is it ~ Is it DIFFERENT from ETERNITY? [See articles on web index.]
* We omit some Last Days subjects in this series, but emphasise ISRAEL'S role for God.
It is the PRIVILEGE of loving, true Believers ~ to see this and pray for Israel right now! AMEN.

EXTRA NOTES ABOUT this series on:

~ 'The Blessed Hope of Jesus Return to Earth ~
And our Part in it.' ~
Continuing study notes in PDF format, in this series are offered by
Suzanna of the 'Gethsemane Olivet Fellowship' of New Zealand, 2014.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
We would be delighted if you would share these Studies with other Friends or Family, giving the source.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"May the entrance of God's Light", give the Readers of these studies, the light of peace-giving
understanding, joy in some events, balanced by the God-given warnings by His Prophets,
in the Word of God, the full Bible. The last 2 verses of 2 Thessalonians has a precious message.
"May our LORD Jesus Messiah Himself, and God our Father who LOVED us and by His GRACE,"
[totally undeserved] "gave us eternal encouragement and good hope ~
encourage your hearts and strengthen you" - [also comfort you]"in every good deed and word!"
Please take note just where these verse are placed in this important chapter!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Copies of these Studies may be obtained from: G.O.fellowship@maxnet.co.nz and you are welcome to
write to us, if you have genuine questions or comments, based on the total Word of God, the BIBLE.
Sometimes it is worth using the search engines to check out and compare various teachings, (although
some can be very long and involved.)
We are glad to recommend one web site simply called "the Second Coming of Jesus Christ" By Mr Rhett
Totten.
http://worldview3.50webs.com/2raptureindex.html
.........................................................................................................
Your are also invited to see our Web Sites: www.watchmanspost.com.
Or: www.green-agenda.com [note the hyphen]
[This second one, is about genuine plans by a big group of people who have written and published a great
deal about why we need a single, central Government for the entire world, (though Israel will not really be a
part of it.)
Their Plans and beliefs do NOT include The Most High Creator God, or Jesus ~ of the Holy Bible ~ as they
believe everyone and even every animal and plant are 'equal sentient beings'. 'Gaia' represents 'Mother
Earth' ~ but it is human people who are supposedly "ruining" this Planet, so the world's population needs to
be reduced way down to about half of one billion people! The UNO has accepted many of their ideas so our
governments are already required to make changes in many ways.
Much of the green-agenda web site ~ are actual quotations from their writings and speeches.]
We greatly appreciate your interest in this Study series, as we outline our understanding of the Word of God
regarding the 'Last Days' and the glorious Return to this Earth, of our LORD Jesus! God did not arrange for
men of God to write these events for God Himself [except to show His great love and justice and knowledge
of the future.]
It is His deep concern for us to be workers together with God in these times,
SO ~ these prophecies were written for us!
However they do need careful studying and with prayer. We only offer them for your own evaluation.
Please try to sit at a table, with a pad of paper and write your own notes, with prayer that God's Holy spirit
will show you His real truth!
May God Himself comfort, encourage and teach those things we need, to prepare us for the times
ahead.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

